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Creating a triple bottom line: Green development + social purpose + positive returns
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While sustainable development is important in its own right, and doubly effective when implemented in ways that improve the financial bottom line for owners, the Greenbuild Affordable Housing Summit will take
you even further — showing you how green development can be the driver for “Triple Bottom Line” projects.
USGBC again has joined forces with Enterprise and IPED — two powerhouses in the world of affordable housing and community development. This year, the summit will take place from Nov. 19-20, at the 2013
Greenbuild International Conference and Expo in Philadelphia.
We’ve pulled together the nation’s foremost authorities, practitioners and educators in the field to teach you how to reach a deeper shade of green, find and utilize financial tools, and achieve the best, most
progressive green affordable housing and community development projects on a cost-effective basis.
We’ve also focused on finding presenters who lead by example and teach from experience — those who can encourage developers, owners and others to take the first step and then move to deeper levels of
sustainability. At the summit we will also introduce projects that continue to move the needle, sometimes through achieving greater scale, sometimes through creating innovative financing structures and
sometimes applying cutting-edge design to some of the most challenging projects.
But our most important focus is the people side of sustainability. We’re trying to do our part to transform the face of affordable housing and community development, which has become a significant force in the
national sustainability movement. We are striving to remind people that sustainability isn’t complete unless we address both natural and human resources.
At our two-day summit, we welcome newcomers and experienced participants to join together to learn, contribute and share experiences in combining green development, positive economic returns and social
purpose. We look forward to seeing you there!
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Do i have to be a member, or are there certain procedures i should take before i could be able to attend the seminar?
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Hi Mouhamed, You do not have to be a member to attend the Summit, although members do receive a discounted rate. You can learn more about pricing and registration here:
http://greenbuildexpo.org/pricing/registration.aspx.
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